Installing Aluminum Coping

- Start by installing all pre-bent shaped coping pieces. This includes 6”, 2’, 4’, 9’ radius etc.

- Positioning the pre-bent coping pieces on the appropriate panels or wall position, insuring that the coping lip fits snugly against the face or top of the panel.

- Next, loosely fit the remaining coping around your pool. Some pieces may need to be cut to fit properly.

- Using self-tapping screws, secure the pre-bent shaped coping to the panels first. Screws should be placed approximately every 8 inches. You will need a nut driver and screw gun to do this.

- Next install the straight coping to the panels using the same procedure. Try to avoid lining up the coping joint with any panel joint, except at the junction of the straight pieces to the pre-bent pieces. Off-setting the joints will help insure additional strength

- Finally, snap the coping clips over all coping joints.